Metastatic behaviour of canine lung carcinoma in autochthonous and xenotransplant hosts.
Specimens from 24 chemically induced canine non-small cell lung cancers (NSCLC) were xenotransplanted into nude mice. Twenty-one tumour lines were established in serial transplantation; four were from NSCLC that arose from orthotopically induced NSCLC in four dogs, and 17 were from NSCLC that arose heterotopically in 15 subcutaneous bronchial autografts (SBA) in seven dogs. Distant metastases developed in recipients of two orthotopic NSCLC after three and eight consecutive tumour growth cycles; no metastases have occurred after three and six growth cycles of two other orthotopic tumour lines. Recipients of eight heterotopic tumour lines developed metastases after 3-9 consecutive tumour growth cycles, while no metastases have occurred after 4-11 growth cycles in recipients of nine other heterotopic tumour lines. In three instances, both metastasizing and non-metastasizing tumour lines resulted from NSCLC that arose in different SBAs in the same dog. These findings indicate that, in the canine SBA bronchogenic cancer model as expanded by tumour xenotransplantation, those molecular events involved in both the initiation and the full progression of a single cancer may be investigated serially and concomitantly.